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 have no alternative to collecting our own material.

 Michiel Baud
 Erasmus Universidad

 Rotterdam

 B.W. Higman, Slave Populations of the British Caribbean, 1807-1834 Baltimore and
 London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984. XXXIII + 781 Pp.

 One of the most challenging issues of slave demography in the Western
 Hemisphere is the great difference in the natural increase of the U.S. slave
 population compared to the slave societies in the Caribbean and Latin America.
 This differential persisted during the entire period of slavery. Recent studies in
 dicate that the U.S. slave population increased at a rate of 2.4 per cent annually
 during the 1810-1860 period, while in Cuba the slave population declined by
 7% between 1816 and 1860. For Jamaica and Brazil the corresponding figures
 are around 0.5% during the 1817-1832 period and 3.5% between 1798 and
 1825. Thus, the American slave population grew much faster than the slave
 societies of the Caribbean and Latin America, even after the closing of the slave
 trade.

 The conclusions on the differential population growth between the U.S.
 and the Caribbean slave populations rely heavily on the work of Engerman and
 Fogel. Hence, for convenience, I denote these conclusions as the Enger
 man/Fogel hypothesis. The hypothesis was mainly based on a comparison of the
 American and Jamaican slave populations. This is because only for Jamaica ac
 curate data on the slave population were available when the results of the Enger
 man/Fogel studies were published (1979). Fortunately, we now have at our
 disposal the study of Higman. It provides us with a large amount of
 demographic data on the slave populations of all British Caribbean societies.
 The book contains 11 chapters. After a brief introduction to the book entitled
 'Slaves and Comparative History' (chapter 1), chapter 2 (Materials and

 Methods) discusses both the different source materials and the methods of
 analysis that were used in Higman's study. In chapter 3 (Physical and Economic
 Environments) the author examines the nature of the contrasting environments
 in which the Caribbean slave populations were living, in order to show the
 variations in the character of slavery and in the demographic performance of the
 slave populations. The latter, the demographic experience of the slave societies,
 is treated in chapter 4 (Growth and Distribution of the Slave Populations). It
 shows how a continuous absolute decline in population took place in most of the
 slave societies during the 1807-1834 period. In the second part of this chapter,
 the link between the size of the population and its spatial distribution is in
 dicated. Subsequently, the social structures of the different slave societies are
 analysed in chapters 5, 6 and 7. Chapter 5 (Structures of the Slave Populations)
 discusses the changes that took place in the structures of the populations between
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 1815 and 1834, by age, sex, birthplace, and colour. In chapter 6 (Rural
 Regimes) the conclusions reached in the previous chapters are combined to
 analyse the material conditions of the slaves who were living at rural plantations,
 and a similar discussion for the slaves in urban areas is presented in chapter 7
 (Urban Regimes). A variety of topics is considered in these three chapters,
 namely the occupational structures of the slave populations, the nature of the
 tasks they were required to perform, the system used to organize the slave
 labour, food, housing and clothing of the slave populations. The discussions of
 these topics in turn are used to analyse both the health of the slave populations
 (chapter 8) and their fertility/mortality patterns (chapter 9). Higman first ex
 amines the medical care provided by slave-owners and then discusses both the
 etiological theories that were prevailing during slavery and the slave masters' at
 titudes towards public health. Subsequently, the author analyses a number of
 indicators of the health status of the slave populations. Chapter 9 considers the
 patterns of reproduction, fertility and mortality. As for mortality, the differen
 tials by age, sex, birthplace, colour, crop-type, slave-holding size and occupa
 tion are discussed as well as the causes of death. The author also examines the

 fertility differentials of the slave populations in relation to both family struc
 tures, lactational practices, and the pronatalist population policy carried out by
 the planters in the first half of the nineteenth century. Higman uses these data
 to examine whether the capacity of the slave populations to survive increased
 during the first half of the nineteenth century. In chapter 10 (Refuge and
 Resistance), Higman points to the demographic implications of manumission
 and refuge, and he shows that manumission rates increased between 1807 and
 1834. Finally, the author discusses the place of the history of the Caribbean slave
 populations in the broader context of world population history (Slavery and
 Population History).

 In sum, Higman presents an interesting analysis of the demographic per
 formance of the slave populations in the British Caribbean during the first half
 of the nineteenth century. His publications wil now enable us to test the
 relevance of the Engerman/Fogel hypothesis for the other British slave societies.

 Humphrey E. Lamur
 Department of Cultural Anthropology

 University of Amsterdam

 Stephen Alexander Fortune, Merchants andJews: The Struggle for British West Indian
 Commerce, 1650-1750, Gainesville, University of Florida Press, 1984. Figures,
 maps, index, 244 pp.

 This book, originally a 1976 University of California dissertation, is a study
 of 'the relations among competing or cooperating merchants, the volume of
 business, and the businessmen themselves' (p. ix) in Barbados and Jamaica. It
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